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Abstract
Vector representations of words that capture semantic and syntactic information accurately is critical
for the performance of models that use these vectors as inputs. Algorithms that only use the surrounding
context at the word level ignore the subword level relationships which carry important meaning especially
for languages that are highly inflected such as Korean. In this paper we compare the word vectors
generated by incorporating different levels of subword information, through visualization using t-SNE,
for small sized Korean data.

1. Introduction
In order to use words as input to a neural network
they have to be converted to vectors. One can simply
use one-hot encoding where the vector size is equal to
the vocabulary size and only the index of the
corresponding word is 1 and rest is 0. But one-hot
encoding ˅G G G G G  G
linguistic meaning of the words. Embedding vectors
that carry more relevant information about the
language˅s structure and semantics can be obtained by
using neural networks [4]. Architectures such as
continuous bag of words (CBOW) or skip-gram use the
surrounding context to create these embeddings. In
sequence to sequence architecture the encoder RNN
plays the word embedding vector creating role.
These methods that only use the word level to create
the word embedding vectors may fail to capture
syntactic relations. Especially for a language like Korean
that have many words which are composed of
meaningful blocks like hanja.

words even when that word is not in the context window
of the current target.
Another approach uses bidirectional LSTM to
generate word embeddings from character level inputs
(C2W) [6].
௪ௗ
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(2)

These character derived embeddings  ୡ୦ then can be
used together with word embeddings  ୵୭୰ୢ by simply
concatenating them together like;
(3)
 ൌ ሾ ݓ௪ௗ Ǣ  ݓ ሿ
A gating mechanism can be used as introduced in [2]
 ୵ ൌ ߪሺݒ் ݔ௪௪ௗ  ܾ ሻ
(4)
Where ߪ is a sigmoid function. The gating function  ୵
learns to choose when to use word and when to use
character derived vector embeddings
(5)
 ൌ ሺͳ െ ݃௪ ሻ ݓ௪ௗ   ୵  ݓ
2. Experiments
In order to compare how these methods work for
Korean language the open source code* related to the
researches described above was used. For Korean
when we say character we mean a syllable i.e 㙼⊉;
㙼+⊉ (1-ch gram), 㙼⊉ (2-ch gram)

2. Related Research
The skip gram model can be extended to also use the
subword information, as described in [1], by using a
scoring function that sums over the set ୵ .
ሺǡ ሻ ൌ  σீאೢೝ ݖ் ݒ௧௫௧
(1)
Where ୵ is a set of character n-grams (vectors) that
comprises the word and the word itself. It is important
to note that this results in changes in the vectors of

2.1 Character Extended Skip Gram
A dataset containing 615449 sentences, 2594427
words from Korean drama scripts and subtitles was
used.
* https://github.com/nyu-dl/gated_word_char_rlm
* https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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Figure 1 ˀ Models left to right; word only, word+1ch, word+2ch, word+1ch+2ch, word+1ch+2ch+3ch.

The method described in [1] was used for five different
˄word & character n-gram˅ combinations and the
resulting vectors of the most frequent 1000 words were
visualized using the dimensionality reduction technique
t-SNE [3]. The combinations used in generating the set
୵ for a word were; word only (baseline), word+1ch,
word+2ch,word+2ch,word+1ch+2ch,word+1ch+2ch+3
ch.
The word only model captured semantic
relationships as can be seen in Figure 2. But overall the
word vectors were still scattered.

Although words with different postpositional particles
were better represented (Figure 4) in models using
character n-grams, there were some unrelated words
that were mapped to the same space because they

Figure 5 ˀ from word+1ch

shared the same characters, can be seen in Figure 5.
Especially word+1ch gram model was heavily
influenced by the common syllables shared and mostly
failed to capture semantic relations where there were no
common syllables. Models that used combinations of
more levels of n-grams, such as word+1ch+2ch, were
able to preserve more of the semantic relations, Figure
3.

Figure 3 ˀ word+ch1+ch2+ch3
Figure 2 - from word only

2.1 Gated Word Character
Four methods of generating word vectors as given
in equations were used; C2W eq. (2), Concat eq. (3),
Gated eq. (4)(5). Perplexity was calculated on the LSTM
language model that predicts the next word given all the
Figure 4 ˀ from word+1ch+2ch
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previous words using one of these different word
embeddings as the input. LSTM G ˅G
hyperparameters were fixed and an embedding vector
dimension of 100 was used for all the models to allow
the results to be comparable.
As
the
dataset,
collection
of
mother-child
conversations in Korean that consists of ~20000
sentences and 74568 words was used. The dataset was
shuffled and divided into training, validation and test
sets with ratios 0.8, 0.1, 0.1 respectively.

Validation
Test

Word
(baseline)
82

C2W
74

Concat
(Word;C2W)
77

91

84

87

Gated
78
89

Table 1. Perplexity calculated for the four different word
embeddings, lower is better.

These results show that the models that also use the
character level information were better than or at least
as good as the word only baseline. A larger dataset
might be necessary for the gating function to learn
better.
3. Discussion and Future Research Direction
From looking at the results of the first experiment we
can say that using word & multiple levels of character
grams capture more syntactic relations.
Further improvements can be attempted by only
choosing to include n-grams that have semantic or
syntactic meaning in the set ୵ . Since not all syllables
have meaning or a syllable can have multiple different
meanings. Similar to the role of gate in (5) the sum over
the set in (1) can be replaced by a weighted sum, where
the weights are hyper parameters.
These are just initial results that show optimistic
potential and a more in-depth quantitative evaluation of
these methods can reveal more.To better evaluate these
word embeddings creating an analogy task set for
Korean is necessary. There are also other
considerations such as speed of these different
methods as datasets get larger.
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